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Abstract
In future smart homes, robots are expected to handle everyday tasks such as cooking, replac-
ing human involvement. Acquiring such skills autonomously for robots is highly challenging.
Consequently, existing methods address this issue by collecting data by controlling real robots
and training models through supervised learning. However, data collection for long-horizon
tasks could be very painful. To solve this challenge, this work focuses on the task of generat-
ing action sequences for a robot arm from human videos demonstrating cooking tasks. The
quality of generated action sequences by existing methods for this task is often inadequate.
This is partly because existing methods do not effectively process each of the input modalities.
To address this issue, we propose AVBLIP, a multimodal LLM model for the generation of
robot action sequences. Our main contribution is the introduction of a multimodal encoder
that allows multiple modalities of video, audio, speech, and text as inputs. This allows the
generation of the next action to take into account both the speech information by humans
and the audio information generated by the environment. As a result, the proposed method
outperforms the baseline method in all standard evaluation metrics.
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Abstract— In future smart homes, robots are expected to
handle everyday tasks such as cooking, replacing human
involvement. Acquiring such skills autonomously for robots is
highly challenging. Consequently, existing methods address this
issue by collecting data by controlling real robots and training
models through supervised learning. However, data collection
for long-horizon tasks could be very painful. To solve this
challenge, this work focuses on the task of generating action
sequences for a robot arm from human videos demonstrating
cooking tasks. The quality of generated action sequences by
existing methods for this task is often inadequate. This is partly
because existing methods do not effectively process each of the
input modalities. To address this issue, we propose AVBLIP,
a multimodal LLM model for the generation of robot action
sequences. Our main contribution is the introduction of a
multimodal encoder that allows multiple modalities of video,
audio, speech, and text as inputs. This allows the generation
of the next action to take into account both the speech
information by humans and the audio information generated by
the environment. As a result, the proposed method outperforms
the baseline method in all standard evaluation metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION

A robot helper that can perform daily household tasks
could be very valuable in future smart homes for assisting
older or disabled people. However, it is challenging to design
robot agents which can perform such household tasks. Teach-
ing these skills using human expert demonstrations provides
a potential solution. For example, in a cooking task, humans
could instruct how to cut and heat ingredients in detail.
However, teaching step-by-step instructions for long-horizon
tasks could be very tedious. Thus, approaches to mitigate
tedious human expert demonstrations are very desirable. As
statistical models for speech recognition, machine transla-
tion, video captioning, and human-machine dialog systems
are trained using data aligned between input signal and out-
put text, robot action sequences can be trained from human
demonstration videos aligned with action captions [1]. It
would be highly efficient to automatically generate action
sequences for a robot from these demonstration videos. On
the other hand, the quality of action series generated by those
existing methods is still insufficient. Therefore, we focus on
the task of generating action sequences for a manipulator
arm for cooking tasks.

Robot actions can be designed in a cascaded manner. For
example, consider (1) a long horizon goal, {cook sandwich}
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that can be broken down into (2) short horizon steps such
as {grill tomato, cook bacon, place tomato and bacon on
top of bread}. Furthermore, those are broken down to (3)
micro-manipulation steps such as {pick, place, cut}, which
can be executed by a robot agent. Figure 1 shows such an
example. A video demonstration of a task “cook sandwich”
performed by a human is given to the system to generate a
sequence “grill tomato, cook bacon, place tomato and bacon
on top of bread”. Although this task is closely related to
video captioning tasks, the difficulty of our task is that the
output sequence must be in the order in which a robot arm
can execute them. For instance, when the robot has only one
arm, it cannot pick tomatoes and a piece of bacon to put
on the bread at the same time. Therefore, in that case, it is
preferable to repeat the process of grasping and placing one
by one. Thus, models are required to predict tasks which can
predict subtasks based on their feasibility.

Several existing studies propose action sequence gener-
ation models for manipulators from human demonstration
videos. Some methods were also proposed to generate an
action sequence for a manipulator using an audio-visual
transformer trained from demonstration videos [2]. On the
other hand, these existing methods do not use large lan-
guage models (LLMs) and do not take advantage of the
common knowledge that LLMs have. Our method AVBLIP,
Audio Visual Bootstrapping Language Image Pre-training,
is distinctive for integrating different perceptual inputs via
a multimodal encoder. This encoder processes a diverse
array of inputs, including video, speech, and text, facili-
tating a comprehensive understanding of the task at hand
by assimilating both the visual demonstrations and auditory
instructions from the environment.

A key innovation in our approach is the deployment of
a Query-Transformer (Q-Former) that translates the mul-
timodal sensory input into “text-like” representations that
can be ingested by a backend LLM. The LLM conditioned
on these “text-like” representations generates actionable se-
quences for robot manipulation. Unlike BLIP-2, the Q-
Former in our work is multimodal. Furthermore, we leverage
a LLM as a decoder within our framework. This integration
allows us to use the extensive knowledge and inferential
capabilities inherent in LLMs to refine the generated action
sequences. Through this integration, we showcase the poten-
tial of using advanced LLMs for robot manipulation. The
use of LLMs in the context of robotics is also showcased in
[3]–[5].

Through several experiments on standard benchmarks, we



Fig. 1: This work studies how to generate a sequence of actions for a single-arm robot from a human demonstration video.
The main contribution is that we propose a novel framework, called AVBLIP, capable of generating robot actions based
on human demonstrations. A key component of our approach is the introduction of a multimodal encoder designed to
concurrently process video, image, audio, and speech features. By incorporating this encoder, we can effectively leverage
additional contextual information such as human speech and environmental sounds from the audio input, thereby enhancing
the overall performance of the generated tasks. We also use an LLM as a decoder in the action sequence generation task.
This makes it possible to refine the generated actions using the inference capability of the LLM.

showcase the superiority of our method. This underscores the
effectiveness of our integrated multimodal Q-Former LLM
approach in generating complex action sequences for robots,
particularly in the cooking domain. While our immediate
application is centered on cooking tasks, the architectural
design and underlying principles of AVBLIP have broader
applicability in robotic autonomy and assistive technologies.

II. RELATED WORK

Learning robot skills from videos has been an active
area of research in robotics and computer vision [6]–[11].
Several methods are used to acquire the robot’s ability to per-
form object manipulation tasks from human demonstration
videos [8], [11]. For example, R3m is a representation learn-
ing method using the Ego4D dataset [12]. Also, MUTEX
is an imitation learning method based on multi-modalities
such as speech, text, and video. Because these methods are
imitation learning methods that directly predict the trajectory
of the manipulator, they are labor-intensive because each
trajectory must be taught to acquire skills for various tasks.

Recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) have achieved
impressive results in creating robotic agents to perform
open-vocabulary tasks [3], [5], [13]–[15]. For example, in
Code as Policies [14], LLM writes Python codes to execute
natural language directives given using pre-defined APIs.
Tidybot [15] also uses LLM to plan action sequences with
pre-defined APIS in tidy-up tasks. SayCan [16] expanded
the capability of vision-language grounding models for robot
action learning using LLMs.

LLM-POP [3] targets partially observable task planning,
leveraging an LLM to collect environmental data through
a robot, deduce task states from collected observations,
and direct the robot to execute necessary actions. LLMs
expand vocabulary and context considerations, while visual
grounded LLMs enhance spatial reasoning capabilities. Re-
cent developments have extended the use of an audio-visual
Transformer for multimodal scene understanding to generate
a sequence of actions for single-arm robots based on human
demonstrations [2].

These methods use natural language instructions or images
as input and do not assume video input. Therefore, they
cannot acquire knowledge about a task from human demon-
stration videos of the task. Hence, it is inefficient because it
cannot take advantage of existing large video data sets. On
the other hand, since the proposed method generates action
sequences from demonstration videos, it can utilize existing
video datasets.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This study focuses on generating a sequence of robot
actions from a human demonstration video. Figure 1 shows
an example of this task. Given a video in which a man makes
tortillas, it is required to generate an action sequence like
“Grill the tomatoes in a pan, cook bacon, place the tomato
and bacon on the bread.” Input and output in the task are
defined as follows:

• Input: A human demonstration video including audio
waveform, and speech transcription.

• Output: An action sequence.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

In this work, we propose AVBLIP, an extension of BLIP-
2 [17], a vision-language pre-training method. BLIP-2 boot-
straps from a frozen image encoder and a frozen large lan-
guage model, where a Querying Transformer (Q-former) [18]
is trained to bridge the gap between the vision and text
modalities. As shown in Fig. 2, AVBLIP mainly consists
of three modules: Multimodal Encoder, Q-former, and LLM
Decoder. We will detail each part in the following sections.
The input to the network is a human demonstration video
V = {vi|i = 1, . . . , T}, an audio waveform A, and a speech
transcription S. Here, vt represents an image at time t.

The AVBLIP training procedure follows the procedure
proposed in BLIP-2 and consists of two stages: (1) vision-
language representation learning with frozen multimodal
encoders and (2) vision-to-language generative learning with
a frozen LLM.

Vision-language representation learning. In the first
stage, the objective is to align the multimodal feature hm



Fig. 2: The overview of AVBLIP. AVBLIP takes a video clip, images included in the video, audio waveform, and speech
transcription as an input and predicts an action sequence for a single-arm robot. The main difference from BLIP-2 [17] is
the introduction of the Multimodal Encoder, which allows proper handling of four different modalities: video, image, audio,
and speech. The snow symbols indicate frozen layers during training.

with the text features obtained from the action sequences in
the Q-former.

In the Q-former, the multimodal transformer computes
cross-attention between the learnable tokens {zj |j =
1, . . . , N} and hm, the multimodal feature extracted by
the multimodal encoder. Finally, the multimodal transformer
outputs h′

m ∈ RN×d, where N and d denote the number
of learnable tokens and the dimension of the tokens, re-
spectively. On the other hand, a text transformer computes
self-attention of an input action sequence T . Finally, this
transformer outputs the first token of the feature as the text
feature htxt.

In this stage, three types of pre-training objectives are em-
ployed to align the multimodal features of audio, video, and
speech with the language features: Video-Text Contrastive
Learning (VTC), Video-grounded Text Generation (VTG),
and Video-Text Matching (VTM). The objective function of
VTC is shown below:

Lvtc =
1

2
(LCE(sm2t, sref) + LCE(st2m, sref)) ,

where sm2t =
max(h′

m·htxt
⊤)

τ , st2m =
max(htxt·h′

m
⊤)

τ . Fur-
thermore, the sref denotes the reference labels, specifically
the index of the correct pair of action sequences and demon-
stration videos. VTC maximizes mutual information between
multimodal features and text features by using contrastive
learning. This involves maximizing the multimodal text fea-
ture similarity of positive pairs.

Next, VTG learns to minimize the prediction error of each
token when generating action sequences using multimodal
features. The objective function of this is as follows:

Lvtg = LCE(T , fc(htxt)),

where LCE(·) and fc(·) represent the cross entropy loss
function and a linear layer, respectively, and T is the ground-
truth action sequence from a dataset.

Finally, VTM aims to acquire more detailed alignment
capabilities than VTC by addressing a binary classification
task, predicting which action sequence as a whole is paired
with which demonstration video. The objective function of
VTM is as follows:

Lvtm = LBCE(h
′
m),

where LBCE(·) denotes the binary cross entropy loss func-

tion. The loss function at this stage can be written as follows
from the above:

L = Lvtc + Lvtg + Lvtm

Vision-to-language generative learning. In the second
stage, we connect the Q-former to the LLM Decoder and per-
form multimodal action sequence generation. In this stage,
we update parameters included in the layers not marked with
frozen in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, we process the h′

m

obtained by the Q-former by using a linear layer. Note that
we do not use the text transformer in this stage.

Then, the LLM Decoder generates action sequences from
the features. We use the cross-entropy loss function as a loss
function in this stage.

A. Model Architecuture

Multimodal Encoder. From the network input, the multi-
modal encoder extracts four types of features: video, image,
audio, and speech (text). An input to this module is a
human demonstration video. The output of this module is
the intermediate feature hm.

Q-former [17]. This module learns to align hm with
text features obtained from action sequences. The inputs to
this module are {zj |j = 1, . . . , N} and hm. In the first-
stage training, described above, T is also input. This module
extracts a latent vector h′

m.
As shown in Fig. 2, the Q-former has two transformer

submodules that share the same self-attention layers: (1) a
multimodal transformer and (2) a text transformer that works
as a text encoder and a text decoder.

LLM Decoder. This predicts an action sequence y from
the text feature h′

m obtained by the Q-former. The LLM
Decoder is constructed with a frozen LLM and a learnable
feed-forward layer. Using the LLM as a decoder leverages
the LLM’s inference capabilities when generating action
sequences [4]. In this study, we use OPT-2.7B [19] as an
LLM.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We present the results of numerical experiments to show
the efficacy of the proposed method. In particular, we answer
the question: Can AVBLIP generate higher quality action
sequences from human demonstration videos?



TABLE I: Quantitative comparison and ablation studies. The best scores are in bold.

Method BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU4 METEOR ROUGE CIDEr
Baseline [2] 22.7 8.5 – 10.4 – –
Ours (w/o 2nd stage) 33.58 18.48 6.46 14.05 31.7 75.88
Ours (full) 36.80 21.54 8.35 15.27 34.67 91.06

TABLE II: Ablation results on input modalities. In the first
column, “I”, “V”, “A”, and “S” denote image, video, audio,
and speech modalities, respectively, used for training and
evaluation. For example, “IV_S” means that we used image,
video, and speech features but did not use audio features.

Modality BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU4 METEOR ROUGE CIDEr
IVAS 36.80 21.54 8.35 15.27 34.67 91.06
_VAS 36.35 20.80 7.72 14.70 33.08 81.11
I_AS 36.82 21.84 8.33 15.32 34.68 90.91
IV_S 34.08 19.63 7.34 13.72 32.59 76.90
IVA_ 37.31 22.19 8.51 15.51 35.18 93.80
IV__ 32.19 18.27 6.75 12.72 31.05 70.32

A. Can AVBLIP generate higher quality action sequences
from human demonstration videos?

Settings. In the first experiment, we quantitatively eval-
uated our method. We used a method proposed by Hori et
al. [2] as a baseline since it is one of the action sequence
generation models for manipulator robots and is a method
for tasks similar to those focused on in this paper. [2] used
Audio-Video Transformer to extract relationships between
the multiple modalities. On the other hand, because this
method did not use an LLM, it was not possible to generate
action sequences based on the common sense knowledge
possessed by the LLM. We used the YouCook2 dataset [1],
a standard dataset for cooking tasks to evaluate the method,
containing cooking demonstration videos. Each video in the
dataset consists of 5 to 16 human cooking steps, and the
annotators annotated each cooking step with a description
such as “grill the tomatoes in a pan”. The average sentence
length is 8.8 words and the vocabulary size is 1.6K words.
The dataset contains 2K videos of 89 recipes, divided into
training, validation, and test sets, each containing 1,333,
457, and 210 videos, respectively. In this work, we used
the validation set as the test set because the test set was
not publicly available. We trained the proposed method on
a GeForce RTX4090. We follow the standard metrics used
in the video captioning task, namely, BLEU, METEOR,
ROUGE, and CIDEr.

Results. Table I shows the quantitative results of the ex-
periments compared to the baseline method. Here, the scores
for the baseline in Table I are those reported in [2]. From the
table, the proposed method outperforms the baseline method
by 14.10, 13.04, and 4.87 points for BLEU1, BLEU2, and
METEOR, respectively.

This is believed to be mainly due to the following two
points: The Q-former effectively aligned action sequences
and multimodal features. In the LLM Decoder, the infer-
encing capabilities of the LLM enabled more appropriate
prediction and generation of action sequences.

To investigate the effectiveness of the two-step training in
the proposed method, an evaluation was conducted at the end
of each step. Table I shows these results. The table shows
that the CIDEr score for the model that made it to the second
step exceeded the CIDEr score at the first stage by 15.18
points. The CIDEr scores of the model up to the second step
were 15.18 points higher than the CIDEr scores at the first
stage. This suggests that the LLM Decoder, with its extensive
knowledge, was able to generate action sequences from the
multimodal features appropriately.

Table II shows the results of the ablation study on
input modalities, where we removed some of the input
modalities in both training and evaluation. Results on one
missing modality (_VAS, I_AS, IV_S, and IVA_) show the
importance of each modality. Compared to the result of
all modalities (IVAS), we can see the image and audio
modalities contribute significantly to the performance while
the speech modality has a negative impact. This could be
because the speech features were extracted from the subtitle
text, which was sometimes missing or unrelated to the
cooking instruction. However, comparing IV_S with IV__,
the speech modality still helps if the audio is missing. We
can also see the importance of audio modality from the result
of IVA_ and IV__. Thus, the results demonstrate that our
method AVBLIP can effectively utilize multimodal features
from human demonstration videos to improve robot action
generation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A domestic service robot could significantly benefit fu-
ture smart homes by aiding the elderly or those with
disabilities. Nonetheless, creating robots that can execute
these domestic tasks presents considerable challenges. One
promising solution is through the use of demonstrations by
human experts. Therefore, this paper focused on the task of
generating action sequences for manipulators from human
cooking demonstration videos. The main contributions of
this paper are that we proposed a new framework, AVBLIP, a
model for generating action sequences for manipulators from
human demonstration videos. We introduce a multimodal
encoder to process video, audio, speech, and text features to
consider the speech information by the human and the audio
information generated by the environment. The proposed
method outperformed the proposed method in all standard
evaluation metrics.

This paper focuses on the action sequence generation and
we have not conducted physical experiments with a single-
arm manipulator. Therefore, a future study would be to
conduct experiments based on the action sequences generated
by the proposed method.
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